
 

Home Intelligent System to the new level of  
freedom and reliability

Oxygen O2



”Reliability of manual switching and freedom of the internet.  

Oxygen makes your home intelligent and obedient” 

Oxygen touch 

A touch input can control your 

home from anywhere any time. 

iPhone, Android phone or a PC 

from any internet connected 

device you can monitor and 

control. 20 millisecond is 

enough for an action. Blazing 

fast action.   

Sean control - Control a group of 

lights / Fan / Air conditioner/ 

Window-blinds as per the Sean 

demands. 

eg:  Sean - sleep   “turn off all lights  + AC temperature set to 23 degree +  

All blinds close + All out door light off + Gate side light on  + Any 

movements outside turn corresponding lights ON” 

Sean -morning   “ if time is 5 am  All lights on  + AC temperature set to 24 

degree + All blinds UP + Out door lights ON    (if no sun light)” 

any combination as you wish.  

“Simple can be harder 
than complex; you have 
to work hard to get your 
thinking clean to make it 
simple”



 

Switching control - Light, Fan, TV or any 
appliance  - Touch to turn ON/OFF

Thermostat - Air conditioner control   
“+”       Increase temperature  
“-“       Decrease temperature  
“SAVE”    Save settings

Current room 
temperature

Current room 
Humidity 

Turn on all lights  / Turn off all lights

Movement sensor status / Door 
sensor status / Window status / any

Air conditioner detailed settings - 
Fan speed/ Mode/Cool/Fan etc

Floor based control

Light control, Window 
control, AC control, Door 
control
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Wall switching :  Touch screen, Touch 

button or  manual switch oxygen 

supports any kind of interfacing 

switches. We promote reliability and 

easiness of manual switches along 

with flexibility of internet of things 

(IOT) 

We design the system for your 

convenience. 
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Oxygen talk 

Control your home with just a voice command, World’s highest accuracy  in speech 

recognition. 

Just say “Hey alexa turn on bedroom lights”  it will turn on your bedroom lights. 

simple and easy. all above sean can activate or deactivate with just a voice 

command.  

Oxygen talk will be an obedient servant for ever.   

“Hey alexa 
turn ON  
kitchen 
light”



Why Oxygen ? 

Oxygen is simple but powerful, 

It is totally different from conventional  Home automation system HAS 

we call it Oxygen home intelligent system (HIS),   It does not required 

to change existing Manual cabling.  Oxygen based on new IOT (Internet 

of things) standards and protocols. TCPIP is the main backbone 

communication protocol and light weight switching commands.  We 

offered tailor made system for each cases. Oxygen will not force a 

user to stick with a general all purpose HAS system. it is highly 

flexible and configurable,  

Oxygen V2 (O2) can monitor door status, LPG leak, Co2, Air quality, Air dust 

content, Temperature, Ultra low temperature monitoring, Light intensity, 

human presence, Movement detection, Thermal detectors. 24x7 full speed 

scanning 2000 times in a second, accurate reading and high reliability.  Live 

push notifications - Live messenger integration with live photos. Light 

weight communication protocol for fast and easy notification. Few bytes can 

do the job. Exit door monitoring to the new level of security and protection. 

System can send live photos if any events happened. Live monitoring can be 

installed in any number of devices. Mobile device support, Can easily 

monitor from your convenience. Very low data consumption.  

Any existing home wiring system can be converted to Oxygen 

intelligent home system. 3Year  warranty for all our products. 
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Oxygen V2 
We monitor and 

control all 
electrical , 

electronics, Active 
or passive Doors  

Figure out before 
it arise,  

Prevent 
Detect 
Control

Monitor and control all 
facility at your convenience 
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